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EXISTENCE AND CONTROL OF PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM IN A
 
TOKAMAK*
 

J. BLUM t , T. GALLOUETt AND J . SIMONt 

Abstract. The" Tokamak" is a machine where the plasma is confined inside a toroidal vessel by the 
magnetic field due to currents in external coils. In the present Tokamaks the free plasma boundary is a nux 
line which is in contact with a given limiter. We first give a simplified model for the plasma axisymmetric 
equil ibrium. We prove. under suitable assumptions on the limi ter. the existence of such an equilibrium for 
given external currents. We then establish the existence of external currents for which the domain aoccupied 
by the plasma is as close as possible to a given domain. For this problem. which is formulated as an optimal 
control problem. the first order necessary optimality conditions are obtained by introducing a suitable adjoint 
st ate. 

." 
Introduction. A model which describes the equilibrium of a plasma in a toroidal 

machine (a Tokamak) is studied here. The plasma current is obtained by magnetic 
induction from a primary circuit made of poloidal field coils. In the present Tokamaks 
the volume occupied by the' plasma inside the vacuum vessel is limited by the presence 
of a "Iimi ter". The configuration is supposed to be axisymmetric, so that the problem 
can be reduced to a two-dimensional one in the meridian section of the torus. 

Section 1 is devoted to the establishment of the model for the plasma axisymmetric 
equilibrium. Section 2 deals with an annex mathematical problem. In §3 the existence 
of a solution for the equilibrium problem formulated in §1 is studied. The control of 
the plasma shape by the external currents is treated in §4. 

1. The plasma equilibrium model. 
1.1. The Maxwell equations in an axisymmetric configuration. The magnetic induc

tion B and the current density j verify the following Maxwell equations: 

(1) divB=O, 

(2) rot( ~ ) = j, 

where p. is the magnetic permeability. 
We restrict the problem to the study of axisymmetric configurations, so that ill 

cylindrical coordinates (r, z; cp) the vectors Band j are independent of the angle fP. 
Equation (1) can then be written 

1 a se.
(3) --(rB )+-"=0. 

r ar r 3z 

From (3) one deduces the existence of a scalar function t/;(r,z) called the poloidal flux, 
such that 

B = _ .!. at/;(4) 
r r az' 
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1159 PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM IN A TOKAMAK 

From (2) and (4), one can deduce the following partial differential equation for 1f;(r,z) 

(5) 

with 

and where l; is the toroidal component of the current density (i.e. the lp-component of 
j). 

Let us restrict ourselves to air-transformer Tokamaks, so that /l is constant and 
equal to the magnetic permeability P» of the vacuum (fLo= 1 in Gaussian units). 
Therefore the operator.Y is a linear elliptic operator. 

The current density Jep in the right-hand side of (5) is equal to 0 everywhere except 
in the coils C, and in the plasma P. 

1.2. Equilibrium conditions for the plasma. In the first Tokamaks (T3, TFR., .. . ) 
the plasma was inside a perfect superconducting shell, on which 1f; was constant. The 
eddy currents on this shell generated the magnetic field necessary to ensure plasma 
equilibrium (d. [10], [14]). Simplified models of plasma equilibrium inside a perfect 
superconducting shell have been studied in [17], [18], [1]. In the present Tokamaks 
(JET, TFTR,·· ·) there is no more superconducting shell and the plasma shape is 
determined by the currents in the external coils. The plasma is inside a vacuum region 
V, whose boundary av is the vacuum vessel (see Fig. 1). The plasma boundary is a flux 
line (1f; = constant). Since an arbitrary constant can be added to 1f; according LO its 
definition (4) , we can assume that 1f; = 0 on the plasma boundary. Therefore the plasma 
domain is defined in the following way 

(6) p = { .r E V such that lj;(x) > °}. 
The plasma particles (electrons and ions) follow the flux lines; they are SLOpped 

when they touch the limiter D, which is a piece of metal inside V. This contact 
condition between the plasma and the limiter can be written 

(7) PnD= 0, apnD*O. 

In fact the aim of the limiter is to prevent the plasma from touching the vacuum vessel 
(that is to ensure ap n av= 0). 

The plasma is in equilibrium when the kinetic pressure force gradp (p is the 
plasma kinetic pressure) is equal to the magnetic pressure force (j!\ B) 

(8) gradp = j!\ B. 

The toroidal plasma current density i; can then be deduced from (2), (4) and (8), 
and it is given by the Grad-Shafranov relation (cf. [71, [13]) 

. _ op, 1 crf2
(9) J~(r, ",,) - r olj; T 2/l r a"" 

o 

with f = rBrp, where Brp is the toroidal component of B. The functions p and f arc the 
solutions of parabolic diffusion equations. which depend on the shape of the flux lines. 
These "queer" differential equations (d . [8]) will not be considered here and. as in [18], 
we assume. for the sake of simp licity, that i; is proportional to 0/ in the plasma P . The 
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proportionality constant A is unknown here and is determined by the fact that the total 
plasma current Ip is given (Ip is assumed to be positive). The plasma current density 
can then be written, with (6), 

(10)
 

with If; + = sup( If; , 0) and Iv is the characteristic function of the vacuum region V. 

1.3. The equations for the peloidal flux ~. Physically the problem is set in R + X R. 
But we can restrict it to an open bounded subset Q of R + X R, with a regular boundary 
r = an, and such that 

nc{.x=(r.z).r~[} with [>0. 

z 

r 

FIG . 1. Tire cross section Q of the lOTUS . 

If r is taken sufficiently far from the vacuum vessel and from the coils, then If; 
can be assumed to be constant on r. Therefore the equations for If; will be set in such a 
bounded domain n. 

The vacuum region V is an open subset of Q and its boundary av is the vacuum 
vesseL The sections of the coils C l • · . " C; are closed subsets of Q, pairwise disjoint and 
which do not intersect V. The section D of the limiter is a closed subset of V. 

From (5), (7) and (10), one can deduce the equations for the pair (\fl. A) 

.PljJ = AIf; "'"lv+j in Q . 

(11) /p=Af lfJ +d.x. 
v 

If is a constant on T 
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and 

(12) sup 1Jt(x) =0, 
xED 

where j IS the external current density, whose support is Ui C; For a continuous 
function l/J satisfying (11), equation (12) is clearly equivalent to the contact conditions 
(7), since, by the maximum principle, \f; has no local maximum on D. 

Remark 1. From (11) it is clear that, if there exists a zone of positivity of f outside 
V, there is no plasma in this zone. 

Remark 2. For a pair (t/;,"A) satisfying (11) and (12), the plasma boundary ap may 
in tersect av (see Fig. 2). In this case oP is no longer the flux line {1f; = O} and this 
solution is not interesting from a physical point of view. It shows that the limiter D is 
not correctly located, because in this case it does not prevent the plasma from touching 
the vacuum vessel av. 

r 

FIG: 2. A nonphysical solution of equations (11)-( 12). 

In §3. we are going to establish under suitable assumptions on D, the existence of 
(at least) one pair (ljI,A)ECo(Q)XR solution of (11) and (12). In order to prove this, 
an annex problem will first be studied in §2. namely the existence of a solution of (11) , 
for A given. 

2. An annex problem. 
2.1. An existence result. One defines 

H}(Q)= {uEH 2(Q) such that u is constant on r} . 

Let us recall that, according to Sobolev's theorem. H 2(Q)c C O(Q). 

If 11 > O. I> 0 and f E L 2( Q) are given. we.ar e going to study the solutions u of 

UEH} (Q) , 

!f' U = 11U ""' 1v +f in Q . 
(13) 

1=vf u ..... dx. 
v 
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Many papers have been devoted to the case 1=0, V=U which corresponds to the 
plasma equilibrium in a perfect superconducting shell. Particularly existence results 
have been established by R. Temam [18] and by H. Berestycki-H. Brezis [1] using 
methods of minimization of suitable functionals and also in [I} using the topological 
degree of J. Leray-J. Schauder [9]. 

Following [1] the topological degree method will be used here, because it enables 
one to prove, in addition to the existence of a solution for each value of the parameters 
P, 1 and f, that there exists a connected set of solutions, when P is varying. More 
precisely the following theorem will be proved in §2.6: 

THEOREM L For every 1>0 and fEL 2(U), there exists a set ~ of pairs (u,l') 
satisfying (13) such that ~ is connected in H;(Q)XR +, and such that P spans R+- {OJ 
when (u,v) spans re. 

To prove this result, the existence and uniqueness of a solution u of (13) will first 
be established when v is sufficiently small , and a priori estimates on the solutions of 
(13) will be given. 

2.2. Uniqueness for 11 small. Let f.L1' f.L 2 . . . be the sequence of the eigenvalues of 
the problem 

VE"Y 

where ~= {u E H}(Q) such that fu2vdx = OJ. 
LEMMA 1. If 0 < v < f.L 2.' equation (13) has at most one solution. 
Remark 3. Let ;\, A] ... be the sequence of the eigenvalues of the problem 

stu = Al vV, 

We have: JLl -=0 and 0 < A1 <f.L2;£A 2 (cf . for example [6]). 
Let us recall that in the case 1= 0, V = Q, Lemma 1 is still true with A2 instead of p. 

2 (d. [11] and [18]). 
Proof of Lemma 1. This result is essentially in H . Berestycki-sH. Brezis [1, Thrn. 4]. 

Let us prove it in the following way: let U1 and u2 be two distinct solutions of (13). 
Their difference w= u2 - u1 satisfies 

WE"Y(14) 

where 

if u2 (x) - U1(x) :,= 0, 

if u2 ( X ) - U l ( X ) = 0 . 

Let vr, vf. . " be the nondecreasing sequence of the eigenvalues of (14). These eigen
values are nonincreasing as p increases. Since a~ p ~ lone has Ilf ~ J.L ::. Since v < f.L 2 
one has necessarily v = vr = 0, which is impossible. 0 

2.3. A priori estimates.
 
LE~A 2. Every solution u of (13) satisfies
 

where C only depends on Q and V. 
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Since the operator !R is uniformly elliptic with regular coefficients in n, Ie is an 
isomorphism from HJ(Q)nH 2(Q) onto L 2(Q). Its inverse operator is denoted K . 

For every s ~ 0, there exists Os E R (depending only on Q) such that 

(15)
 

Proof of Lemma 2. Let U be a solution of (13) . Its (constant) value on r is denoted 
Ur and we set P(u)= {XE V such that u(x»O). Then we have 

(16)
 

i) Upper bound on (u-ur) in L 2( Q). One has: lu+1v l LI(Q)= I / v ; therefore it 
follows from Sabalev's theorem that 

Using (15) we deduce 

(17)
 

ii) Upper bound on JUri. If ur~O, we have in P(u) 

2Iurlu-~ (u++ \U r l)2=lu-url2, 

and, integrating on P(u), we deduce 

If ur ~ 0 one has 

and, integrating on V, one deduces 

In both cases, using the upper bound on (u - U r), one obtains 

IUr!~ c3 (v+~) (1--} )(1 +If iL:(Q))2. 

iii) Upper bound on u in H 2(Q). From (15) and (16), one has 

The lemma follows from the estimates on lu- Uri L:tQ) and IUrl. 

2.4. Transformation of (13). According to the Lax -Milgram theorem. for every 
wE L 2( ,Q ) there exists a unique qE H(~(Q) such that 
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where H;(Q)= {v E HI(Q) such that v s constant on I'}, One easily verifies that q is 
the unique solution in H;(rl) of 

!l!q+q=w, ~ .!l'qdx=O. 

A linear continuous operator from L 2(rn into H;(Q) is then defined by Lw= q. 
The Lax-Milgram theorem gives also the existence (and the uniqueness) of a 

solution epE H}(Q) of 

In fact ep is the solution in H?(Q) of 

.Pep + '!> = 0, ~ !I!ep dx = I +~ / dx . 

One defines an operator H from H 2(Q) into itself by (v is fixed) c 

From this definition it is easy to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. The problem (13) is equivalent to 

u-H(u)=O.(18) 

The operator H is compact from Hc~( Q) into itself. Therefore one can define, 
according to J. Leray-J. Schauder [9, §13, p. 60] the index of the solutions of (18). 

Using results of [9], we will prove in §2.5 that, if II is sufficiently small, there exists 
a unique solution of (18), with a nonzero index, and we will deduce from this in §2.6 
the existence of a connected set 1l of solutions (u, v) of (13) with the properties that 11 

spans [ij + - (0) when (u , J1) spans <C. 

2.5. Existence of a solution for small v and computation of its index. 
LEMMA 4. There exists a> 0, which depends only on Q, V and f, such [hat when 

0< J1 ~ a, the problem (18) has a unique solution u., and the index 0/U v is equal to - L 
This lemma will be proved by transforming continuously, with the help of a 

parameter t, equation (18) so as to obtain an equation having a un ique solution k, 
whose index is easily computable. 

Proof. Let Q'. and u be two constants such that: 0 < 11;£ a < 1-l2' 

i) Transformation of (18). There exists a unique real number b such that k = ep +b 
satisfies 

(19) vf k + dx=I. 
v 

One defines a function G from H }(Q) x [O.l} into H}(Q) by 

G ( v . r ) = l <P + (1 - t ) k + L ( vv+1v+ o+ [/ - (1 - [)(vk '"I V + k ) ) . 

Then the equation 

(20) w EH?(Q) , w-G(w,t)=O
l • 
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is equivalent to 

WEH}(Q), 

(21) 
few = vw+l v+ tf+ (1  t)( fek- vk+l v), 

For t = 1, (21) is equivalent to (13) and therefore to (18). 
For every t, Lenuna 1 shows that there exists at most one solution w. Moreover the 

operator o -) G( v, t) is compact from H;(Q) into itself; therefore one can define the 
index of the solution w, when this solution exists. 

ii) The case t = O. Existence of a solution and computation of its index. As k is a 
solution of (21), it satisfies (20). We are going to compute its index relatively to this 
equation. 

The condition (19) shows that a. can be chosen small enough so that, when u~ a., 

one has k > 0 in Q. 
Then, in a neighbourhood of k (note that H2(Q)~ eD(Q», w is positive and 

G(w, O)=k + vL[(w- k)lvl+L(w- k). 
It follows that GC,0) is F rechet differentiable at the pain t k, and its deriva tive is 

the operator v -) L (vI vV+ v). 
According to [9, Conclusion, p. 56], the index of k for equation (20) is equal to the 

index of 0 for the equation z-L(v1vz+z)=O in H;(Q), when this latter index exists. 
This equation is equivalent to 

~ fiJ;dx=O . . 

Its eigenvalues are the Jl j defined in §2.2. Since O=,ul <v<Jl2 and JlI IS a simple 
eigenvalue, this index exists and is equal to ( - 1). 

This proves that the index of k for equation (20) is equal to - 1. 
iii) Existence of a solution for t= 1. The function G: Hc

2(Q) x [0, IJ~ H(~(Q) is 
continuous, the functions t -) G( o,t) are equicontinuous and, for every l, v -+ G( v, t) is 
compact. 

Lemma 2 shows that the possible solutions w of (21), and consequently of (20), are 
bounded (in H 2(Q» independently of t.c 

Then. according to [9], there exist a solution of (20) for t = 1 and its index is equal 
to the index of k relatively to (20) for t = O. 

As G( . , 1) = H this proves Lemma 4. 0 

2.6. Proof of Theorem 1. Let E and ii be two real numbers such that 0 < E~ a. < v 
where a. is given by Lemma 4. The operator H defined in §2.4 depending on v, one 
defines a function F from H(~( Q) X [E , ii] into H;(Q) by F( v, v),.- H( v). 

Lemma 3 shows that (13) is equivalent to 

(22) uE H/(Q), u -F(u.v) =O. 

Lemma 2 shows that the solutions of (22) are bounded (in H}UJ» independently 
of v. 

Moreover F is continuous, the functions 11 -> F( v, J1) equicontinuous when u re
mains in a bounded set. and for every 11 the function v -+ F( o, 11) is compact. 
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Finally for" = a the total index of the solutions of (22) is equal to -1 according to 
Lemma 4. 

Theorem 1 of 1. Leray-1. Schauder [9] proves then that there exists a set re~ y of 
pai rs (u, v) satis fying (22) such that reI! .ji is connected in H} (n) x ~ + and such that" 
spans [!:" Ii] when ( u, ,,) spans w~. ji' 

For every positive integer -n, setting j = a/n and ii = na, one obtains a connected 
set Wn

• Since each re n contains the point (ua,a) , the reunion rc of all the W17 is 
connected, and" attains in re all positive values. 

This proves Theorem 1. 0 

2.7. Lower bound of the solutions for small v.
 
LEMMA 5. If II ~ J/d(l + If:L~(n»), (hen eve!)' solution u of (13) satisfies
 

where d and d ' only depend on Q.
 

Proof. One has (recall that P(u)= {XE V,u(x» O})
 

and from (17) it follows that 

If 1III ~ d( 1+ If IL ~(n» one has ur ~ 0 and, since /P( u)1 ~ !Q!, it comes 

The maximum principle shows that K(u+lv)~O where the operator K has been 
defined in §2.3. It follows from (15) that IK(f)IC" (n)~dlifIL~( Q ) and. with (16) one 
has . . 

o
 

2.8. An estimate on P( u) for large v. 

LEMMA 6. Assume that Supp( f)(1 V = 0 . Then there exists C depending only on Q 

such that for every II> 0 and u solution of (13) one has B(xo, CI.[;)([. P(u), for every 
X o E Q (where 8(''(0' R) designates the ball centeredon X o and of radius R). 

Proof. 
Then 

Let us suppose that there exists a ball B, of radius R , included -in P(u). 

!eu=vu in B, 

u~O on s». 
Let A1(B) be the first eigenvalue of 
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and let <Pl be a related positive eigenfunction. Then, 

IIf U<Pl dx =f .!E UCPl dx = f U!eCPl dx + r !!.. aa<Pl do 
B B B JaB r n 

whence 

,; 

This implies v s A1(B). 
Since A1(B)< C2/R 2 (where C is a constant depending only on Q), Lemma 6 is 

proved . 0 

3. Existence of solutions for (11)-(12). 
3.1. An existence result. The aim of this section is to find a solution (..f;. A) of 

equations (11)-(12). The total plasma current J and the external current density j arep 

given such that 

Ip>O,
(23) 

jEL2 (Q), suppj r"i V= 0. 

Let us set, in (13), f = j and 1= Ip- According to Theorem 1, one can define a unique 
set C* by 

C* is the greatest se t of pairs (u, v) E H}( Q) X IR -'- satisfying 

(13), such that C" is connected in H 2 (Q) X IR ... , and such thate 

/I spans IR ... - {O} when (u ,v) spans C * . 

Let us recall from Lemma 1 that if 0 < v < JL'2 there is a unique solution u = u" of 
(13). Then (u",v) E C*. 

THEOREM 2. Assume (23) and 

(24) there exists (u, y) E C * such that u ;£ 0 in D . 

Then there exists a pair (..f;. A) E H;( Q) X IR ... , solution of (11)-(12). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since u-" sUPx E ou(x) is continuous from CO(Q) (and there

fore from H;(Q)) into IR, the set 

{ SUP u(x), (u,v) E C *} is connected in IR. 
x ED 

Lemma 5 shows that there exists f3, O<[3<P.2' such that SUPX EOU(X)~O. By hypothe
sis (24) one has SUP:C EOU(X)~O. Then there exists (~,A) EC* with sUPx EDo/ (X)=O. 
The pair ( <V, A) satisfies (11 )- (12). 0 

Remark 4. Condition (24) is hard to verify in practice. Letting (u, y) be a solution 
of (13), it is ·an open problem to know if ( u.y) E C " . except if y < IJ. 2' Indeed in this 
latter case, from the uniqueness of Lemma 1, one has (v. Y)E C "'. 

Remark 5. Every pair (U.v)E C* defines an admissible zone for the limiter D. 
Indeed if D«: V\P(u) , there exists a solution of (11)-(12). This zone is not empty as 
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soon as ,,> A'l where >..'1 is the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem for the operator 
.P inV. (Note that Xl <JL2)' 

Another possibility to verify (24) is to study the behaviour of P( u), for (u, II) 
solution of (13), as II ~ + co. This is done in the next sections 3.2 and 3.3. 

3.2. Existence by infinitesimal change of the limiter. For two closed subsets E, F 
of R 2 we recall the definition of the Hausdorff distance from E to F 

dH(E ,F)=SuP{ supd(x,F); supd(x,E)}. 
xE£ xEF 

THEOREM 3. Let D be a closed subset of V, and E> O. Then there exists a closed 
subset D of V such that 

i) dh(b,D)~E. 
ii) There exists (tf;,A)EH/(Q) X~ +, solution of (11)-(12). 
Proof of Theorem 3. We can assume that E < d(D ,Q\ V). From Theorem 1, there 

exists (u,v)E (* such that p= (2/e2, where C is defined by Lemma 6. From Lemma 6 
one has B(x,e)etP(u) for every xED. Set D =UxebB(x,e)\P(u). One has DcV, 
d H( D, iJ)"5:. E, D closed. Moreover, u ~ 0 on D; then from Theorem 2 we deduce ii). 
o 

Remark 6. The case of punctual limiters. 
Let w = {dE V such that there exists (\fI ,A)EH}(Q)X~ -'- solution of (1l)~(l2) 

with D = {d}}. Then w is dense in V. 
Indeed in Theorem 3 if b is reduced to a single point , then in the proof D can be 

chosen as a single point. 
Remark 7. The cylindrical casco If the machine is cylindrical instead of toroidal, 

the operator zf is replaced by - tl. In this case if Q is a ball centered at 0 and if V = Q, 

j =--, 0, then there exists a solution of (11)-(1 2) iff 0 ~ D. then the set w in Remark 6 is 
Q\(O} . 

An example for which the existence holds only for some convenient values of the 
inducing current j in one single coil C1 is given in 1. Simon [IS]. 

3.3. Open questions. In order to prove condition (24) in Theorem 2 it would be 
in teresting to know the answer to the following questions. 

Open question 1. Is the set of pairs (u , v) sa tisfying (13) connected in CO (Q) X ~ +? 
On the other hand. we can define " variational solutions" of (13) as in [18]. Indeed, 

let us set for uEH}(Q) 

2 2 
E ( u) = ~ ( .; Iv u1 - II Iv + 11v- 2 ju ) dx + 2( Ip +kj dx ) v r-

By using a simple adaptation of the method of R. Temam [18] one can prove that for 
every u > 0, E reaches its minimum on the set K = { u E H~( Q), f v V + dx = Ip/p}. 
Moreover each minimizing point of Eon K is a solution, called ., variational solution" , 
of (13). 

By an adaptation of the method of L. Caffarelli-A. Friedman [41 (where V = Q, 

j = 0) one may prove that. for-every variational solution u. dim P ( u) ~ 0 as v - co. and 
P(u) is asymptotically located on the set av = ( X E V,r( x);S r( y) "iiy E V }. 

Therefore condition (24) is sa tisfied if one can answer positively to the following 
question. 

Open question 2. Is the set of pairs (u . J1) such that u is a variational solution 
connected in CO(Q)XiR """ ? 
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At last for some particular geometries and currents it is perhaps also possible to 
answer positively to the next question. 

Open question 3. For P large enough does (13) have a unique solution? This is not 
always the case. Indeed the counterexample given by D. G. Schaeffer [12] relative to the 
operator -/1, can be adapted to the operator .P. 

3.4. Computational aspects. More sophisticated models can be written for the 
axisymmetric equilibrium in a Tokamak, including a more general law for the plasma 
current density and a nonlinear operator 2; indeed, in an iron-transformer Tokamak, 
the nonlinearity of .P is due to the fact that the constant P.o is replaced by a function 
p.(!vo/I) . These models are numerically solved in [2] by a finite element method and by 
iterative algorithms for the nonlinearities; they are applied to the simulation of the 
axisymmetric equilibrium configurations in TFR 600 (Tokamak of Fontenay-aux
Roses) and JET (Joint European Torus). 

4. Control of the plasma shape. 
4.1. Formulation of the problem. Let us assume that the current density is homo

geneous in each coil C, and let I, be the total current flowing in Cj ; then j can be 
written 

where ICII denotes the Lebesgue measure of C, and k the number of coils. One intends 
to determine the currents I, in the coils Cj , so that the plasma boundary ap is as close 
as possible to a desired boundary L. In order to achieve this, we want to realize "at 
best" 0/ = 0 on L. Therefore we shall minimize the following cost-function 

on the set 'It of the solutions of (11)-(12) when the currents I; are varying, i.e.. 

'It = { 0/ E CO (Q), such that 3'\ > 0, II' " . , I k ' so tha t ( tJt ,,\) sa tis fy (11) - (12) } . 

Let us mention that the total plasma current I p is fixed. We are looking for a solution 
tV E 'It of the following optimal control problem 

(25) 1(0/)= jnf J(~). 
'fEi' 

Notice that since there is only a finite number k of control parameters. the minimum of 
J will generally be different from 0 and ap will not be exactly identical (Q ~. It is 
reasonable to assume that L is in contact with the limiter D. because the plasma 
boundary must satisfy this condition. But this hypothesis will not be used in the 
following. On the other hand we shall use the following hypothesis 

k 

(26) Q - U C, is connected: L is the boundary of a regular open subset of V. 
i= 1 

4.2. An a priori estimate.
 
LEMMA 7. Eoerysolution ~EC o(n) 0/(11) satisfies
 

k 

I. 1( 1 + l tJtr !~e (lp + vj( ~) ) 
i ~l 

where [he constant e only depends ;m Q. ~. C i - : . .• CJ,; . 
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Proof of Lemma 7. From (16) it follows that 1/I=1/;r+K(7\1/I+lv)+K(j). One has 
IAo/+1 vI L ' (I1 )= I p- Since L1(Q)<-+H-S(U), for all s> 1, it follows from (15) that, taking 
some sE ]1, ~[, one has 

1K(I\\f;+ I v) Iw··2( Q) ;£ eJp-

Since IIJ;I L~(~) = IJ(~T, and since the trace operator is linear continuous from H 2(Q) 
into L 2(L), one deduces 

IK(j)-+-1/IrIL1 ( }: ) ;£ e zJp+lJ(tJ!) . 

Let v be the mean value of the function v on L, i.e. v=(I/!2:DfLuda. One has 
lui L 2(L)~ lui Ll(~ ) . Let us set g = K(j)- K( j) . Then 

Ig iL2(!);£ 21 K(j) +o/r Il.l (! ) ~ 2( ezIp -+- VJ( lj;)). 

i) We shall now prove that there exists e3> 0 such that 

I g'L2{L)~ e3L I I,I· 

Let us suppose that Iglc:(!)=O, i.e. g=O on L. One has Sfg=j which is zero in 
Q - U;C; Then. with (26), we deduce that g = 0 on Q - UI C;. 

Then for each i, one has 

1;=/ jdx=f !.fgdx= -f .!. og da=O. 
C c 0 r an 

I , 
"C , 

Then the function (11.· · ·' Ik)-lgIL~(!) is a norm on IR k. Th.is proves the existence of 
the constant e 3. 

ii) It remains to bound 1/Ir. We have 

and 

IK( j)+ 0/ r 1;£ IL \-1/21K(j) + 0/ r I L l ( L )' 

-- f. -...,.- .,.. 1 

IK(j)l= L -Ie IK(lc,) ~e~~ I I ; I, 
I I I 

whence 

4.3. Existence of an optimal control, W~ assume here that A remains bounded 
when j and lj; r are bounded. More precisely 

(27) For every a > 0 and '" E 'fI such that L I I I i+ 11ft r I ~ a one has ;\ ~ A. 
i 

where A depends on a. Q. V, lp and on the C; 
Remark 8. We can show that (27) is satisfied if equation (l J) has only variational 

solutions. and in particular if. for every v and f there exists a unique solution of ~ 13). 



THEOREM 4. Assume that '!'"* 0 and that (26) and (27) are verified. Then there ... 
exists a solution % of (25). 

Proof. Let { t/J n 
} be a minimizing sequence of J in '1', i.e., 

Let 'All and It,· . " I; be the proportionali ty coefficient and the curren ts relative to ~n. 

Lemma 7 shows that I," and 1Jt'f are bounded independently of n. 
Then l" is bounded in L2(Q) and Lemma 5 shows that there exists b > 0, 

independent of n, such that An~ b (otherwise o/r would not be bounded). 
Moreover assumption (27) shows that An ;£ B. Then Lemma 2 shows that the tjI'1 

are bounded in H 2(n ). 
The imbedding of H 2( n ) into CO(1) being compact, one can extract a subse

quence, still denoted l./J" such that as n ~ + 00 

tjI n -) '"0 in CO (!''l ), 
·An -+ \ In -) 1.0 

1\0' I I • 

Passing to the limit in the equations (11) and (12) relative to tf", one shows that t/JoE 'f'. 
Moreover J( tf;n)-)J( 0/0)' therefore l./Jo verifies (25). 

Remark 9. Control o] the variational solutions. Let '!'vat be the subset of '!' con
stituted by the variational solutions. Assume that '¥var* 0 and (26) is satisfied . Then 
there exists l./J oF '!' va r such that 

This is a consequence of Remark 8, and of the fact that a limit of variational solutions 
is itself a variational solu tion. 

4.4. Differentiation of a solution with respect to the currents in the coils. If (if;)\) 
is a solu tion of (11)-(12) relative to j = [, ((Ie Ile

l 
l), we intend to find, in a neighbour

hood of (..p. A), a solu tion which depends continuously on the currents. 
For this it is enough to find a solution which depends continuously on each 

current. Let us consider the variation with respect to 11, 

We assume (this assumption may be weakened as we shall see later) that 

(28) D is reduced to a point d . 

For every t E R, one looks for a solution of (11) and (12) relative to i, =) - tIe/IC t :. 

i.e. for a solu tion of 

x.s e.
 
.P;j;I - AI tf-; 1v =)/' 

(29) 
l.i-.} I dx = Ip +1t, dx , 

P. p. 

tf l{d)=O . 
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First let us differentiate formally this equation so as to obtain the equations 
satisfied by the derivative ",'=a"'t!or, A'=d>-'t!ot at the point (=0. We set P= {XE 

V,lf;(x»O}.Oneobtains 

"" E H('2 (Q), t..' E IR, 
L , 

'p,I.' - Al ,I.' - ;V,I, + 1 = _ ...._1 

'r r« v't' lCd' 
(30) 

~ .!l'ljI' dx = 1, 

",'(d)=O. 

Weare going to prove this "formal" differentiation by using the implici t function 
theorem. To do this we introduce the eigenvalue problem 

rpE 'Y=. {DE.fI}(Q), ~ .PUdX=O) ,
(31) 

..Pcp = vlp<p. 

If A is not an eigenvalue of (31), one defines the unique function <p 1 by 

(32) q> lE'Y, 

THEOREYl 5. The pair (!f;,A)E H}(Q)X R being a solut ion of (11)-(12), one assumes 
rhar 

(33) v <¥ ( x ) * 0 Jor every x E Vsuch l hat 0/ (x ) =c- 0, 

(34) A is nor an eigenvalue oj (31) and CPl (d) '*O. 

Then, for eoery small enough t, there exists a unique solution oj (29) such that 
t ~ ( t I' >-. .) is continuously differentiable into H;( r2)X IR and such [hat (0/0, A0) = (0/, A.). 

The derivative for r= 0 is the unique solution (ljI', A.') of (30). 
Remarks 10. 
i) From (29) one can deduce that tJ;E e1(Q) and (33) is therefore meaningful. 
ii) Let us assume that A< IJ.: , where IJ.-: is defined in §2.2. Then A is not an 

eigenvalue of (31). 
Indeed. as it has been seen in the proof of Lemma 1, the first eigenvalue of (31) is 

zero. and the second is larger than Il::. 

Remark. Analogous results of derivability have been obtained by A. Dervieux [5], 
for the equilibrium problem without inductive currents, vacuum vessel nor limiter. 

Proof of Theorem 5. Let p> 2 be given and let us set X = { u E W}P( Q), n( d) = O} . 
Provided with the norm of W 2, p ( Q ), X is a Banach space included in C1(Q). 

One defines F: R X X x R - L "(Q)XIR by 

One looks for a solution of Ft t: !j; ;, A; ) = Q in the neighbourhood of the solution ('';''.A) 
relative to {= Q. The implicit function theorem gives the announced results. provided 
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--.that one verifies the following properties: 

There exists a neighbourhood 1" of 0/ in X such that 
(35) 

FE CI(lR X jI'"" ' X lR ,L P( Q) X lR ). 

The	 derivative A = (aF/a(v.b ))(0; o/,i\) is an isomorphism from 
(36) 

X xlR onto LP(Q)XIR. 

i) Proof of (35). The only difficulty comes from the nonlinear term u+lv. The 
function u ~ u+ 1v is differentiable from W 2. p ( Q) into L PC Q) at any point W such that 
the measure of (xE V,w(x)=O} is zero, and its derivative is the function G(w): 
v ~ 1 p u where P = {x E V, w(x» O} (ef. for example 16] for the proof of these points).wTo prove (35), we have to verify that: 

(37) for every wE -Y' the measure of the set {x E V, w(x) =O} is zero, 

(38)	 GE CO(i",.P( W 2. p (Q) ; LP(Q))). 

From the assumption (33) it follows that there exists a neighbourhood of t/J in 

Cl(Q), and therefore a neighbourhood 1" of 0/ in X such that v w e r: ', one has 

'Vw(x)",:O foranyxEVsuchthat w(x)=O. 

This yields (37) since, according to G. Starnpacchia [16], one has 

1w ~o\7w=O a .e. in V. 

Moreover, when wn -jo w in it" one has, since the measure of (x E V. w( .r ) = O} is 
zero. l , ~ i , in LI(U). Therefore, for any o e W 2,P(Q), one has 

..... u "" 

!( Ip_~ -1 pJ u l u ( n ) ~ 11p_. -lpJ~;n) j v IC(P.l 

which yields (38). 
ii) Proof of (36). The operator A E.P(X XIR : LP(U)x~) is defined by 

A(cp,/L)= (.,Sfep -Al p CP - /l t/J +l v . ~ !fepdx ).. 

One has to show that. for every (g ,Q)EL P(~) XlR . there exists a unique solution «({J.f.!) 
of 

IlElR, 

.Pcp - Al m - II tit -'- I = ap--r	 r:>: V O ' 

(39) 
~ .P({Jdx = a. 

({J(d)=O . 

Since A is not an eigenv alue of (31) ~here exists a unique function ({J: such that 

ep: E H,~ ( Q ) . 

2({J: - Alpip: = g. 

~ .Pep:dx = a. 
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It is clear that l}Jt and l}J2 belong to W,..z·P(Q); therefore (cp, JL) is a solution of (39) if and 
only if 

(40) cp(d)=O. 

Since one has supposed l}Jt(d)=t:O, (40) (and therefore (39») has a unique solution 
( ep, J.l). This proves (36). 0 

Remark 11. In Theorem 5, we have assumed that D is reduced to one point. This 
assumption is not necessary. In fact if D is constituted by a finite number of points and 
if we assume that the maximum of 0/ on D is reached at a unique point, it is easy to see 
that Theorem 5 is still true. 

More generally let us suppose that D is a closed subset of V, with a regular 
boundary and that the maximum of ..p on D is reached at a unique point d. Then one 
can prove a result, which is similar to that of Theorem 5. By using additional assump
tions , in particular that the curvatures of the boundaries of P and D at the point dare 
different, one can show that 0/ 1 reaches its maximum at a point d , which depends 
regularly on t. The derivative of t - ..p I for t = 0 is still given by (30). 

4.5. Optimality conditions. In this paragraph we still assume that D is reduced to 
a point d (this hypothesis can be weakened as we have seen in the remark at §4.4). 

Let 1/;0 be an optimal control, i.e. a solution of (25). Thus there exists a unique 
A. 0> 0 and unique currents I to, .. . , I ko such that (1/;0' A. 0) satisfies (11) and (12). 

One denotes by ad the Dirac measure at point d, and 01; the measure on 2.: defined 
by 

(0 is the I-dimensional Lebesgue measure on I). We set Po = (x E V, 'f'o(x» 0). 
THEORE~ 6. We assume that (lfJo,A o) satisfies the assumptions (33) and (34). Then 

there exists a unique solution q of 

q E Wcl.p'( Q) where 1 < p' < 2. 

(41) fi?q-AOlp'Jq=ljJoO~-(Aoj qdx+i o/OdO) s; 
Po ~ 

f qtf.;;; dx =0 . 
l/ 

and one has the following necessary optimality condition 

Proof of Theorem 6 . 
i) Differentiation of [he co~t Junction . Theorem 5 enables to define in a unique way, 

for t small enough. a solution ( I/; f' A. .) of (ll)- {12) relative to i, =io+ 11 c/ ICd. 
Since 1J;o is optimal one has 
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Since t ....;;1J;/ is differentiable into H 2(Q), one hasc 

(42) h%1J;' do = 0 

where (~',A') is the unique solution of (30) (relative to (1J;,X)=(~o,Ao))' 

By introducing an appropriate adjoint state, we are going to transform this condi
tion (42). 

ii) Definition of the adjoint state q. As it has been mentioned in the part ii) of the 
proof of Theorem 5, the operator A which is defined by 

is linear continuous from X x IR on to L P(Q) x IR . Let us recall that X = {u E 

W'}·P(Q), u(d)= O}. 
The adjoint operator A* of A is therefore linear continuous from LP'(Q)XIR onto 

X'xlR with p'=pj(p-l). 
As the embedding of X into c°(iJ) is continuous, the measure 1J;ol)~ is an element 

of X' . Then one defines (q , h) in a unique way by A'( q,h)= (tPoo~. 0), i.e. by 

qE LP'(Q), hEIR, 
(43) r q(.pcp-A o1 p CP - /J- l/J o1 v ) dx + h l .ffJcp dx = r t/Jocpdcr 'r/q>EX. J-LElR.In 0 Q l~ 

When v spans W/P( Q), I) - u( d) spans X and then (43) is equivalent to 

q E L p'( Q ) , hEIR , 

In q( 2'v - Ao1 pov) dx+ hIn 2'1' dx ~ 1. "'ovdo - v(d) [1.. 0 t,qdx T 1. "'ada](44) 

f qt/;; dx=O VvE W/·P(Q). 
v 

iii) Characterization (41) of q. Let us set 

One has j.L E W- l,P'( Q) since the measures belong to this space. 
Let us consider the solution 7) of 

(45) 

and let us assume for a while that 1j is the unique solution of 

(46) 77 E L P'(Q). f TJSfvdx=(p..u) VUE W~ ,p(Q) n W{P(Q) . 
Q 

Since q+ h sa tisfies (46), one has q -+- h = 77, which establishes (41) . 
Reciprocally if q satisfies (41) one has q-qr~TJ~ then for h= -qr the pair ( q,h ) 

satisfies (44) , therefore (41) has a unique solution. 
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iv) Equivalence of (45) and (46). Let us first prove that 11 satisfies (46). One sets 
v = v L+ V2 where VI equals zero in a neighbourhood of r and V z equals zero in a 
neighbourhood of ~ U {d). If VI E9(Q) one has 

and by density one obtains this same result for every VI E W/P(Q), such th at VI equals 
zero in a neighbourhood of r. 

Moreover, as J.L = Aolpoq in the support S of Vz one has 11 E W 2,P'( S ) and 

By adding these equalities one obtains (44) . 
It remains to veri fy that (44) has a unique solu tion. Indeed the difference w of two 

solutions satisfies wE L P'( Q) and 

f w.Pvdx=O 'VuE Y 
~2 

where y= W 2, p ( Q)n WoL.P(Q). 
As !e is an isomorphism from Y onto LP(Q), its adjoint 2* Is-an'lsomorphism 

from LP'(Q) onto Y', One has 

(.P*w,U)Y' Xy=O 'VuEY; 

therefore .P*w=O and w=O. 
v) Necessary optimality condition. From the definition of (q,h) one has 

A*(q,h)· (f',A') = (l/;o8! , O) · (1jJ',A') = LljJoY' do . 
... 

Moreover. from the definition (30) of (~'.A') one has 

(q, h ) .A ( lj;', 11.') = (q. h) ( ,~I I .1) = I~ I f qdx +h . 
v : I I 1 C, 

Then the optimality condition (42) shows that 

One can of course replace C, by any coil Ci , whence the announced result. 
Remark 12. A sequential quadratic method is used in [3] in order to solve numeri

cally this optimal control problem and it is applied to the control of the plasma shape 
in the Tokarnaks JET and TORE SUPRA. . 
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